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Abstract

In this paper, we propose techniques to assess the objective quality for stereoscopic 3D video content, related to
motion and depth map features. An analysis has been carried out in order to understand what causes the
generation of visual discomfort in the viewer's eye when visualizing a 3D video. Motion is an important feature
affecting 3D experience but is also often the cause of visual discomfort. Guidelines are obtained after applying the
algorithm to quantify the impact over viewer's experience when common cases happen, such as high motion
sequences, scene changes with abrupt parallax changes, or complete absence of stereoscopy.

1 Introduction
The success of new 3D services is a reality due to the in-

crease of quality of experience. Although there are some

factors and initial measurement devices in this field,

there are still no common way and procedure to com-

pare 3D video contents and integrated solutions and ob-

tain an evaluation of quality.

Considering the Qualinet White Paper, quality of ex-

perience (QoE) is defined as the degree of delight or an-

noyance of the user of an application or service [1]. It

results from the fulfillment of his or her expectations

with respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of the appli-

cation or service in the light of the user's personality and

current state. Quality is influenced by different factors

such as content, network, device, application, user ex-

pectations and context, and more when 3D video is

considered.

While evaluating visual quality assessment over stand-

ard 2D video, there are several factors that are typically

taken into account, such as sharpness, blocking effect, or

blurring. The difference in perception between regular

2D video and 3D stereoscopic video extends the list of

factors that will affect its visualization, thus, emerging

the need to study them in order to offer a more complex

3D quality assessment.

Stereoscopic 3D video perception is based on the fact

that two different video signals are captured in order to

feed each of the viewer's eyes. There is a signal aimed to

be received by the left eye and another one aimed to be

received by the right eye. This system tries to recreate

the experience of watching a real world scene, where

two different images are captured by each eye and the

difference between them depends on the position of the

elements in the world related to the viewer's position.

This means that the system is feeding the observer with

a disparity depth cue.

But the experience of watching 3D TV is significantly

different from a natural view, as the point of view is pre-

fixed by the fixed point of view of the camera lenses that

have captured the scene and so is the focus. Further-

more, in natural viewing, the eyes focus (accommodate)

and converge to the same distance, but when looking at

a 3D object displayed on a screen, a viewer's eyes must

focus on the screen while, at the same time, they con-

verge on a point in space that may be located beyond

the screen, on the screen, or in front of the screen. This

is known as the vergence-acommodation conflict. This

conflict limits the amount of parallax that a viewer can

tolerate avoiding discomfort, also known as the zone of

comfort (it will be studied in more detail in the next

section).

This paper aims to study the effects of stereoscopic

disparity in quality assessment through the analysis of

depth maps of a sequence and its temporal evolution.

We try to quantify objectively the effects of parallax,

depth and motion, exporting the common situations in

which discomfort is substantial, from opinions of ob-

servers derived from empirical and subjective tests.
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In the following text, we will first make an overview of

the related studies in Section 2 and the description of

subjective assessment developed which is compiled in

Section 3, define the aims and questions to be answered

in Section 4.The test results are given in Section 5 and

Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related work
Image quality assessment is a difficult process which

plays a major role in various processing applications [2].

A lot of work has been developed in this field, defining

metrics and algorithms to predict the quality of a video

sequence, avoiding new subjective studies, which are ne-

cessary to demonstrate the validity of these objective

metrics. An overview of the extensive and most interest-

ing work in quality assessment is collected in [3-5]. But

objective video quality is always related to subjective

quality assessment, because the final conclusion to ob-

tain is the impact on the observer. Most of these sub-

jective studies published adhere to the procedures

contained in the Recommendation ITU-R BT.500 [6]

and in ITU-T P.910 [7], in order to define settings to

facilitate the comparison between studies developed by

different researchers.

In 3D media, not only new factors are concerned in

order to assess quality and artifacts that commonly ap-

pear on 2D video are inherited, but also new topics re-

lated to the optic effect of stereoscopy, such as visual

discomfort or perceptual inconsistencies between depth

cues, as stated in [8]. Much work has also been devel-

oped in this field relating to depth and motion, such as

in [9], where filtering is used to reduce visual discomfort

on screens, and also studies in [10,11]. Additionally, in-

teresting quality model articles about QoE in 3DTV are

proposed in [12].

In [13], an overview describing the main topics rele-

vant to comfort in viewing stereoscopic television is de-

veloped and analyzed after subjective tests related to

accommodation-vergence conflict, parallax distribution,

binocular mismatches, and depth, and cognitive incon-

sistencies. In [14], it is reported that depth and motion

are closely related in terms of calculating visual discom-

fort. In addition, authors in [15] offer a visual comfort

model for detecting salient object's motion features in

Figure 1 Shibata’s zone of comfort with distance in (A) diopters and (B) meters.

Figure 2 Examples of left frames in sequence Modernism.
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depth of field; also models for viewing comfort prediction

were developed by Richard et al. [16]. Moreover, studies

were developed by Barkowsky et al. about visual discom-

fort in stereoscopic 3D video sequences in [17,18].

An interesting subjective evaluation of visual discom-

fort is developed in [19], where parallax limits and

regions of comfort, depending on the screen size, dispar-

ity, and viewing time, are obtained.

Other artifacts such as stereo window violation (SWV)

and temporal continuity of the disparity (TCD) have

been studied in [20]. Guidelines to create comfortable

and faster stereoscopic films are included in this work,

based on depth maps and 3D cinematography principles,

and also in works developed by Chen et al. [21].

The zone of comfort (ZoC) was first introduced by

Percival [22], when, based on experiments with spectac-

les, he suggested the limits to vergence-accommodation

postures that could be achieved without causing discom-

fort. Recent studies, such as Shibata et al. [23], conclude

that the ZoC may differ from Percival's ZoC when the

experiments are based on stereoscopic vision rather than

based on vision through spectacles. In stereo vision, the

vergence-accommodation conflict constantly changes;

while in a lens or spectacles system, it is maintained

fixed [24]. Figure 1 shows Shibata's ZoC for different ac-

commodation distances in stereo vision, both in diopters

(optic measurement and meters (length)). Vergence-

accommodation distance in meters will help understand

a real deterministic situation where the viewer is posi-

tioned at a precise distance from the screen where the

stereo image is produced. According to this diagram, im-

ages with positive parallax have little or no capability to

induce discomfort, while negative parallax is most likely

to cause discomfort if not controlled.

In order to adapt a stereoscopic ZoC to 3D video, it is

necessary to take into account motion and time of

exposure to a stereo scene. The ZoC will be further

reduced when these elements appear. The time to con-

vergence and accommodation in this case is relevant;

thus, there is a need to adapt the concept of ZoC. In

[17] the variation of time of exposure is studied in order

to determine its effects of visual discomfort, thus, relat-

ing it to the ZoC.

The determination of an image parallax range is ob-

tained through an associated depth map. There are sev-

eral ways to obtain a depth map from a stereo image,

depending on the computation complexity and accuracy

restrictions. As a rule of thumb, it can be stated that

complexity is proportional to accuracy, thus, low com-

plexity algorithms such as sum of absolute differences

(SAD) can perform well under certain circumstances, as

stated in [25,26]. Scharstein and Szeliski [27] described

the procedures to define the Middlebury Database [28],

which offers the most complete stereoscopic algorithms

benchmark to date, and software to evaluate new algo-

rithms to predict image parallax. SAD-based algorithms

are among the least complex and more often used.

Census-based algorithms [29-32], first introduced in

[33], are common in real-time hardware-based systems

[34-38] and may work better in the homogeneous zones

Figure 3 Effect with anaglyph examples of parallax variation in sequence Palco HD.

Figure 4 Sequence ‘Itaca 3D’ with window violation (WV) on

the left side of image.

Figure 5 Sequence Itaca 3D with WV on the right side of

the image.
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of the image. Its complexity increases when used in

software-based systems because of its bit-based nature.

Some systems mix both algorithms in order to obtain

the best results from each one of them, such as [39],

ranked in second place in the Scharstein and Szeliski list,

or [40] based on dense stereo matching.

Finally, works by Nojiri et al. [41] are centered in visual

comfort and sense of presence in stereoscopic video, relat-

ing the distribution of parallax and motion in a sequence.

Results are based on subjective assessment, using a single-

stimulus continuous quality evaluation method.

3 Determination of visual discomfort sources
Tests have been run over a set of 3D video sequences to

understand and analyze different features which generate

visual discomfort or quality reduction. A group of ten

observers were asked to rank the sequences, taking into

account their 3D quality. Results were compared to the

objective data obtained through our developed tools to

decide which features would be a possible cause of visual

discomfort and how to modify them to obtain good 3D

experiences. All tests were carried out on a 46-in. 3D

LCD monitor model JVC GD-463D10 (JVC, Wayne, NJ,

USA) [42] with passive glasses.

A group of 16 subjects took part in the tests, taking into

account that Winkler considers enough 15 subjects for sub-

jective assessment in [43], evaluating their stereoscopic

quality in Mean opinion score (MOS). The test consisted in

observing each sequence and giving them a MOS from 5 to

1, considering the meaning of each note: 5 (perfect), 4 (fair),

3 (annoying), 2 (very annoying), and 1 (impossible to com-

municate). The experiment followed the ACR (absolute

category rating) explained in recommendation P.910 [7].

Sequences used for the assessment included a 3-min

sequence called ‘Modernism’ (Figure 2), created by

Mediapro company, in which different scenes appeared

with different levels of motion and depth. Sequences ‘Rain

Fruits’ and ‘Fountain’ from EBU were also used [44].

Synthetic test sequences ‘Palco HD’ (Figure 3, which

shows its anaglyph version) and ‘Itaca’ (Figures 4 and 5,

which show the spinning logo and moving ship with

window violations in left and right side) were also used,

which included parallax and object distance variation.

These sequences were created specifically for these tests

using the software tool Autodesk Maya to develop an

environment with virtual pairs of cameras, to enable an

easy method to alter distance between the pair, generat-

ing high negative parallax images (Figure 6).

Figure 6 Examples of camera separation to create parallax variation.

Figure 7 Example of abrupt transition from Positive Parallax image (PP) to ‘Negative Parallax’ image (NP) with their distribution of

parallax histogram.
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All these sequences have high-definition resolution

(1,920 × 1,080), with no compression, and available in side-

by-side formats as half-resolution. Sequences generated by

EBU are also available in side-by-side with complete HD

resolution for both left and right views, which is interest-

ing to test the necessity of higher resolution.

The sequences used were distributed among six diffe-

rent groups, each one related to one experiment to

analyze. The user gave a score to every sequence (or pair

of sequences) and had free space to write a general com-

ment on each one, in order to draw conclusions about

their opinions:

� Pair of sequences with transitions from different types

of parallax (example in Figure 7), negative and

positive, to detect the impact over abrupt stereoscopic

changes. A ‘positive parallax’ sequence (PP) is

considered when it has no remarkable negative

parallax and pixels, with the positive parallax

representing more than 25% of an image. On the

other side, negative parallax sequences (NP) are

sequences whose images posses more than 15% of

pixels in negative parallax (assuming an environment

of positive parallax). See Figure 8 for results.

� Same static images and video sequences with

different values of parallax, from zero and positive

parallax, to negative out of ZoC values

� Negative parallax sequence with different levels of

motion: low, medium, and high. Test statistics are

collected in Figure 9.

� Sequences with WV produced in different sides of

the image, in lateral or top/bottom regions of the

image. Examples are shown in Figures 4 and 5. See

subjective results in Figure 10.

� Negative parallax variations to compare zones inside

and outside of Shibata's ZoC

� Long sequence with soft variation of parallax, at the

end the sequence, starts from the beginning

producing an abrupt parallax change. Results from

this experiment appear in Figure 11.

Figure 8 Results in transitions between types of parallax.

PP, positive parallax; NP negative parallax.
Figure 10 Results from sequences without WV or WV in lateral

sides or down area.

Figure 9 Results in impact related to motion in stereoscopic

sequences (low, medium, and fast motion).

Figure 11 Results derived from a sequence with parallax

progressive or abrupt variations.
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The session had duration of approximately 20 min and

the users did the tests individually. Prior to the tests,

some sequences were used to prove the observers' nor-

mal stereopsis, as recommended in [45].

Compared to Nojiri et al. [41] tests, this subjective as-

sessment is more exhaustive and centered in analyzing

concrete cases of visual discomfort because these tests

isolate each one of the cases, such as detecting window

violations or abrupt changes of parallax, based on paral-

lax distribution and motion to generate a global algo-

rithm to detect cases of visual discomfort.

3.1 Conclusions related to the subjective assessment

Analyzing the graphs presented and the observers' opin-

ions obtained from the study, it is possible to conclude

the following:

1. Derived from variation of parallax in static images:

(a) Negative parallax with objects situated in the

edges of the picture frame generates disparities

in visualization of objects closer to the observer,

by the effect of a window violation.

(b) Sequences with objects out of the ZoC generate

visual discomfort and fatigue in the observer's eye.

(c) The variance in the parallax histogram, especially

in negative parallax areas but also in positive

areas, has a high influence in 3D experience and,

as a consequence, in quality in general.

2. Derived from variation of parallax in motion

sequences:

(a) When a scene change occurs, the abrupt

variation from high-percentage positive parallax

pixels to sudden emergence of negative parallax

objects is very annoying for human eye, if it has

not enough time for accommodation and focus

on the image. As seen on abrupt changes graph

Figure 11.

(b) In fast motion video sequences, even positive or

negative parallax could be a cause of visual

discomfort (see Figure 8), but it has been

Figure 12 Working scheme for detecting window violation with example of sequence Itaca 3D.

Figure 13 Depth map. P refers to parallax.
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concluded after several experiments that negative

parallax is especially annoying for human eye.

(c) In cases of low motion sequences, the time of

convergence and accommodation is higher, but

the high variations are still considered.

(d) Images with motion in objects with different

values of negative parallax are difficult to focus

simultaneously (Figure 8), as demonstrated

empirically in sequence ‘Itaca’ sequence which

appears in Figure 4, with a logo turning in

circles, while a starship is getting close to

observer. Observers' commentaries about this

sequence revealed their difficulty to focus both

objects, because of the difference in negative

parallax.

4 Work implementation
In this section, the work developed is described in two

subsections. First (Section 4.1), the tools implemented in

order to obtain quality through depth map histograms,

calculating degradations related to each individual

frame, are described in detail. Based on cases of study

summarized in last section, techniques are developed to

quantify these effects, annoying for human eye.

In the second part (Section 4.2), the work for static

images is extended to sequences, analyzing video mo-

tion, and the effect of depth when there are variations in

parallax, derived from depth maps. Also, some cases of

the study are analyzed when combining depth and

motion.

4.1 Quality in static images using depth map histograms

To resolve the validity of a stereoscopic image, it is re-

quired to determine whether it delivers visual discomfort

or annoyance. The developed algorithm obtains parallax

information through the computation of a depth map.

First of all, the depth map histogram is compared to

the suited ZoC in order to check if it does not fall out of

its boundaries. Vergence-accommodation conflict needs

to be confined between ZoC limits to prevent visual

discomfort.

In order to evaluate the disparity results, it is necessary

to understand the relation between disparity in pixels

and virtual perception of depth. Vergence distance is

determined by several factors such as image resolution

Figure 14 Example of parallax histogram corresponding to positive parallax image.

Figure 15 Scheme of QoE decision algorithm.
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and the screen size distance between the viewer and the

screen. Viewers stood at a distance from screen of ap-

proximately 2.4 m. Following ITU P.910 recommenda-

tions [7], it is the comfortable distance according to

high-quality sequences. With those parameters, Shibata's

ZoC has a parallax range limited to [−125, 107], mea-

sured in pixels. Anything relevance that the algorithm

finds out of those bounds should be directly considered

as a cause of visual discomfort. Note that the algorithm

should be adjusted if any of the former parameters

should change.

The other feature measured, which is the usual suspect

of causing visual annoyance, is the window violation.

Window violation occurs when an object with negative

parallax does not fit the screen and, therefore, is cut by

the screen edges. Having negative parallax, it is supposed

to be out of the screen, which means that the view of

screen edges should not be hidden. This generates an in-

coherent depth cue situation.

In order to measure this feature, the algorithm will

examine the depth map's limits looking for negative par-

allaxes, which will be computed as a factor of visual an-

noyance. Due to the difficulties of obtaining disparities

near the edges, a group 10 pixel rows or columns closest

to the edges are analyzed to decide whether or not a

window violation is detected. Figure 12 represents how

the algorithm is computed.

4.2 Depth map calculation

To compute depth maps from stereoscopic images, the

system performs a SAD-based algorithm. As it has been

stated earlier, other algorithms are more powerful, but

require much higher computational demand. We need

to obtain the general depth characteristics of a scene

and its evolution, even though pixel depth accuracy of

the whole image is not necessary. SAD-based algorithms

work well enough to fulfill our goal and are less compu-

tational demanding.

The weakest detections with SAD algorithms occur in

homogeneous zones, where the capability to discern

between possible pair candidates is low. In order to alle-

viate these probable errors, the system performs a differ-

ence between both views in order to calculate depths

only over those pixels that will differ from one image to

another, reducing homogeneous zones and, therefore,

noise in resulting depth maps. Discarded pixels would

Figure 16 Video sequence motion analysis in frame intervals depending on motion vectors' length.

Figure 17 Example of motion vector detection indicating modulus and angle.
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not be taken into account for statistical calculations. The

histogram will contain less depth information, but will

be more accurate. Figure 13 shows the original depth

map (left) and the filtered depth map (right). In the

original depth map, there are several errors in the back-

ground zone, where the sky is homogeneous. In the left

image, this zone is not calculated and therefore not

taken into account to classify image's general depth.

Figure 14 shows the histogram calculated for the pre-

vious depth map. All the elements in the scene have

positive parallax. There is a very small amount of

negative parallax pixels which represent noise (bad infor-

mation) that result from the depth map algorithm

calculation.

4. 3 Depth-and-motion QoE decision algorithm

In 3D stereoscopic video, motion is a basic element to

take into account, when assessing the quality, as a primal

reason for visual discomfort, related to high depth levels

which combine areas with negative and positive parallax.

The steps to for offering a QoE decision are the fol-

lowing: On the first instance, the complete sequence is

processed to obtain the motion vectors in order to find

the scene changes. Once the instance where the scene

change is detected, each scene is isolated and motion

vectors are calculated between consecutive frames to ob-

tain the level of motion in that specific scene.

Depending on the level of motion, the scene is classi-

fied as slow, medium, or fast. This is necessary to decide

the necessity of calculating new depth maps for various

frames if it is in fast motion or assuming the same dis-

parity for a collection of similar consecutive frames in

slow motion, saving computing time.

After deciding the key frames (one or more), depth

maps are obtained for each of these frames by using the

difference image between left and right view, which is

used as a mask to simplify the process. Depth map is

calculated as explained in the previous section about

static images. The comparison between parallax histo-

gram, derived from each key frame, allows us to make a

statistic about the variations in objects depth and, conse-

quently, quantify the probability of visual discomfort ap-

pearance when observing the sequence.

The final QoE decision algorithm offers guidelines and

prediction about visual discomfort in human eye, analyz-

ing individually the sources of discomfort, calculating

the probability for each one to happen (Figure 15).

Sources of discomfort considered are the following: the

probability of detecting WV, the probability of finding

abrupt transition between frames, and the probability of

finding excessive negative parallax on frames, affecting

to visual discomfort. QoE can be calculated as follows:

QoE ¼ α1p WVð Þ þ α2p Abrupt transitionð Þ
þ α3p High NPð Þ: ð1Þ

In the formula (1) ‘p’ means the probability of an event

to happen and αi are constants dependent on motion

and distribution of parallax.

Figure 18 Church depth map and histogram.

Figure 19 Cemetery depth map and histogram.
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4.3.1 Motion vectors and motion estimation

The work derived from the static image process is re-

lated to motion. It is necessary to evaluate the motion

level in a video sequence to conclude how much this

motion affects to the perception of the third dimension

in stereoscopic video. For this purpose, motion vector

calculation is obtained.

The sequence is analyzed in gaps to predict video mo-

tion, detecting the key frames. In consecutive static

frames or areas with low motion, the depth map is as-

sumed to be the same for that sequence of frames. On

the other side, when medium or fast motion happens,

more depth map information is necessary to compare

the results.

As seen in Figure 16, the variance and average length

of motion vectors is calculated between the frames sepa-

rated in a fixed distance (in the image indicated as ‘j’). If

the length variation is low among motion vectors, the

image is considered to be static or only low motion is

generated. As a consequence, the treatment in this area

of the sequence is the same as explained in Section 4.1.

Motion is calculated as the average valid motion vectors

(without the discarded incoherent ones), always related

to the variance of motion lengths:

Motionframei ¼ Average MVj jframei

� �
�

�

�

� ð2Þ

For motion vectors calculation, only the left stereo-

scopic image is selected, and a grid is created to detect

the blocks motion. In the case of the example of

Figure 17, a grid with three lines and five columns allows

us to obtain 15 different motion vectors. The blocks be-

tween 9 × 9 and 15 × 15 pixels are searched in the next

frame left image; homogeneous blocks are discarded to

avoid false detections. The motion must be coherent in

distance, so vectors with length values over two times

the variance are also discarded. The purpose of formula

(2) is classifying the sequence intervals into four differ-

ence categories depending on the motion: static and low

and medium or fast.

The last case is when a scene change occurs, the depth

maps from both previous and next frame are processed.

This is a concrete case of motion vector abrupt vari-

ation, in which the variance of the vectors' length is

higher than when fast motion happens.

As manifested from observers, the abrupt changes of

negative parallax in a positive/negative parallax environ-

ment provoke a high visual discomfort in the observer's

eye:

Discomfort≡ Average P < 0j jframei

� �

−Average P < 0j jframe iþnð Þ

� ��

�

�

�

�

� > 10%

ð3Þ

The formula (3) defines the discomfort as an abrupt

change in negative parallax, where P < 0 corresponds to

the negative parallax in actual frame ‘i’ and ‘n’ is the dif-

ference between two separate frames.

Discomfort is only produced in an environment of sig-

nificant variance of positive parallax and motion, even

Figure 20 Library depth map and histogram.

Figure 21 Table depth map and histogram.
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with low and medium motion and especially in fast

motion sequences.

5 Test results
With results obtained from the subjective assessment,

objective metrics and studies are developed in static

stereoscopic images and in motion video sequences.

5.1 Quality in static images using depth map histograms

Tests have been divided in two groups. First of all, the

tests were run over still images to classify stereo features

without dealing with motion effects. These tests were

focused on ZoC measurements, window violations, and

depth distribution.

To evaluate the effects of parallax out of ZoC, we have

rendered virtual images such as the one shown in

Figure 3. When disparity was forced to be near Shibata's

ZoC, the perception of the observers was negative, even

when disparity fell behind 70% of ZoC range, i.e., a high

percentage of ZoC to be considered. In order to secure a

good comprehension of the scene, the threshold was

fixed at two thirds of the total Shibata's ZoC. Further,

the vergence-acommodation conflict was found to be

nearly unsolvable or, at least, it took a lot of time to be

solved. This time-related effect will be dealt within sub-

sequent sections. Out of ZoC, violations were easily

detected by the algorithm analyzing the resultant paral-

lax histogram. Other still images were used to quantify

window violation cue conflict. During the sequence, the

text is turning and, from time to time, some of that text

crosses the screen's limits. As the text has a negative

parallax, it should never touch the borders. Out of tests

results, it was determined that window violation cue

conflict became difficult to overcome when at least 20%

of the screen edge was filled with negative parallax

pixels. Again, we were able to detect window violations

measuring negative parallax pixels over the edges from

computed depth maps results.

The last still image test was related to quality of ex-

perience rather than annoyance or discomfort. In this

case, a set of images was ranked for their 3D effective-

ness. The results were compared to their depth map

histogram distribution. Figures 18, 19, 20, 21 show depth

maps and histograms of the images submitted to test.

Table 1 holds variance statistics for all the images tested.

Note that histogram value for −80 pixels always shows a

peak. This peak is considered as noise related to depth

map calculation techniques and will not be taken into

account when statistics are calculated.

When asked about the 3D perception between the

church and the cemetery image, the observers would be

inclined to prefer the second image because there is a

wider range of depth. This is statistically measured as a

bigger positive parallax variance. Library and, above all,

table, were found to be the favorite images due to its

variety of depths, from positive to negative parallax.

The conclusions derived from the subjective tests re-

vealed that distribution of parallax, especially negative

parallax, is one of the main sources of visual discomfort

but, on the other side, is the more attractive source of

3D enjoyment, so an agreement between these two con-

cepts must be found. Our developed tools confirmed

these features in each of the images through statistical

depth analysis, which led us to believe that the system is

Table 1 Histogram variances

Image Positive variance (pixels) Negative variance (pixels)

Church 10 -

Cemetery 19.6 -

Library 12.8 23.2

Table 15.6 16.4

Figure 22 Transition from PP image to NP image (P refers to parallax).
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well suited to detect possible indications of 3D quality of

experience through objective analysis of still images.

5.2 Depth and motion in video sequences affecting to

perceived quality

First of all, the scene changes were analyzed with differ-

ent variations of negative parallax in an environment of

positive high-variance. As seen in Figure 22, the depth

map and histogram are calculated and their related sta-

tistics are evaluated to detect the scene changes. The

statistics related to both depth histograms is included in

Table 2.

The variation of negative parallax from frame 29 to

the next one is more than a 15%, taking into account

that although the negative parallax in frame 29 tends to

zero, the positive parallax is very significant, with more

than a 25%, which means that there is a high probability

of detecting visual discomfort, as observers manifested

in subjective tests, who needed time to focus the objects

in negative areas. Similar results have been obtained

with scene changes with variations of negative parallax

higher than 10%. Tests related to motion with high par-

allax variation offer similar results.

Fast motion is detected in some sequences when the

motion vectors reveal a movement higher than 2 pixels

per frame. In Figure 23, both negative and positive paral-

lax percentage are presented in parallel to motion de-

scription. It is remarkable that the abrupt increase of

negative parallax is not enough for visual discomfort to

be detected. It is necessary to perform an environment

with parallax variance and motion. The probability of

discomfort appearance is higher when motion is fast

than when motion is slower.

6 Conclusions
Depth and motion are the main factors in perceived

quality of experience. Information provided by depth

maps and estimated motion vectors is useful to avoid ef-

fects that can cause visual discomfort and fatigue in ob-

servers when contemplating 3D stereoscopic contents.

Subjective assessment allowed us to isolate the main

features to be detected, in order to perform an algorithm

which could translate the user's opinion to an automatic

objective system.

Information obtained from depth maps and its associ-

ated histograms and parallax distribution are the main

features that were decided to use in developing our qual-

ity measurement algorithm.

The presence of objects with negative parallax on a

static image, and especially when motion is detected in

the video sequence which contains that image, requires

quantifying the probability of observer's annoyance. In

graphics comparing parallax and motion, evolution is

remarkable to the relationship between both parameters

in the final experience of users. Previous ZoC studies

have been found to be greatly affected by motion and

time of visualization, diminishing its range significantly.

Table 2 Positive and negative parallax from histogram

analysis from sequence Modernism

Frame Positive parallax (% pixels) Negative parallax (% pixels)

29 44.26 2.60−

30 31.58 18.15

Figure 23 Evolution of motion and parallax percentage between frames 1920 and 1990 from the sequence Modernism.
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Parallaxes getting near the ZoC edges (especially nega-

tive parallax) have been proved to be undesirable when

fast motion or high parallax variance appears.

The tests that have been developed through this work

show good results when applying the techniques to

video sequences that contain effects which could be con-

sidered annoying for the human eye. Algorithms were

validated with a collection of sequences with positive

results.

Results obtained offer guidelines for stereoscopic video

creation, extracting the probabilities of visual discomfort

and fatigue and reaching a consensus between 3D per-

ception and annoyance over observer's eye. Nevertheless,

in this context, the content provider and the user have

the final decision to accept or not a particular content.
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